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1. Introduction 

It is common practice to ensure the existence of 
an asymptotic d~stribution of a test statistic under 
the alternative hypothesis by introducing an as- 
sumpUon of parameter  drift (Wald, 1943; Stroud, 
1972). This assumption is not essential for the 
existence of an asymptotic distribution of estima- 
tors, but does result in a simplification of the 
expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix of 
estimators. 

Recently Bentler and D1jkstra (1985) investi- 
gated the asymptotic d~stributions of estimators 
and test statistics under structural equation mod- 
els. Assuming parameter  drift, they showed that 
generalized least squares estimators are asymptoti-  
cally normal and gave a corresponding "asymp-  
totic bias" (Bentler and Dijkstra, 1985, equation 
(1.4.6); Bentler, 1985, p. 45). At first sight this 
appears to conflict with the known result (e.g. 
Dijkstra, 1983, Theorem 3) that, under the alterna- 
t ivehypothesis ,  these estimators are asymptoti- 
cally unbiased for their population counterparts 
without parameter  drift. 

The expression for bias under population drift 
(Bentler and Dijkstra, 1985, equation (1.4.6)) is 
indeterminate. It involves an arbitrarily chosen 
vector, 8, which specifies the drift process and 
cannot be estimated in practice. Our aim is to 
point out that if the population value of the 
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parameter  vector is chosen appropriately, then 
constraints are imposed on the drift vector, 8, and 
the estimator is asymptottcally unbtased. It is 
argued further that this choice of the population 
value to be estimated is a natural one. 

2. Structural models and estimation 

Let s be an m × 1 vector statistic based on a 
sample of size n. It will be assumed that s is a 
consistent estimator of the population value o* of 
a parameter  vector o and that n l / 2 ( 8 -  o * )  is 
asymptotically normal  with a null mean vector 
and an m × m covariance matrix F. For example, 
in the analysis of covariance structures, s and o 
usually represent elements of the sample covari- 
ance matrix S and population covariance matrix 
Z, respectwely. Validity of the assumptions is then 
ensured by  the Law of Large Numbers  and the 
Central Limit Theorem. 

A structural model for the parameter  vector o 
is given by a vector valued function o = o(0)  of a 
q ×  1 vector 0. For the sake of simplicity we 
suppose that the model ~s unconstrained, i.e. there 
are no restrictions on the parameter  vector 0. The 
model is said to hold xf there exists a 00 such that 
o* = o(00). In this case we also say that the model 
is correct. An estimator ~ of 00 is obtained as a 
minimizer of the function F(s, o(.)).  Here F(s, o) 
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is a nonnegative, twice continuously differentiable 
function of two vector variables, s and o, such 
that F(s, o) is zero if and only if s = o. In the 
terminology of Browne (1982), F is called a dis- 
crepancy function. Two discrepancy functions 
which are often employed in computer programs 
for the analysis of covariance structures are 

FML ( S,  ~ )  = log I Z'I - log I S I + t r ( S Z -  1 ) __ p,  

which corresponds to the method of maximum 
likelihood under normality assumptions, and 

FOLs(S, Z)  = ½tr[(S - Z ) S - ' ]  z. 

This discrepancy function FOL s is an example of a 
generalized least squares discrepancy function and 
may be expressed in the form 

r ( s ,  a I W) = ( s  - o ) ' w ( s  - o), 

which is employed in Bentler and Dljkstra (1985). 
The estimator 0 is a function of the statxstic s 

and can be calculated even when the model is not 
correct. It is then of interest to investigate statisu- 
cal properties of/~. Let us consider a minimizer 00 
of the function F(o* ,  a( . ) )  associated with the 
population value a*  of a. Suppose that 00 exists, 
xs umque, and is independent of the sample size n. 
Then under mild additional conditions, it can be 
shown that ~ is a eonsmtent and asymptotically 
unbiased estimator of 00. Specifically suppose that 
all functions involved in the model a = o(0)  are 
twice continuously differentiable, and let Hss, //so 
and H00 be the Hessian matrices of second-order 
partial derivatives of F(s ,  o(O)) calculated at the 
point (o*,  00), e.g. Hso = (~Z/asOO')F(o*, o(00)). 
We assume that the matrix Hoo is non-singular. 
Then the following result is a consequence of the 
Implicit Function Theorem (see Shapiro, 1983, 
Theorem 5.4; Dijkstra, 1983, Theorem 3). 

Proposition 1. When o ts mdependent of n, the 
1/2 asymptotic dtstrtbutton of n (t~-Oo) ts multi- 

variate normal with a null mean vector and covarl- 
ance matrtx 

II = H~H/oFH, oH~ 1. [] (I) 

Similar results on asymptotic normality of 
estimators have been derived by various authors in 

the context of misspecified models (see Huber 
(1967), Foutz and Srivastava (1977), White (1982), 
and references therein). There 00 is the parameter 
vector which maxamlzes the expected value of a 
quasi-log-likelihood function. For example, in the 
analysis of covariance structures the normal the- 
ory maximum likelihood approach leads to the 
minimizer 00 of the function 

l o g l ~ ( 0 )  l + t r [ ~ * { ~ ( 0 ) }  -1] 

where Z* 1s the expected value of S. This agrees 
with our definition of 00 corresponding to the 
discrepancy function FML. 

Proposition 1 shows that ~ is an asymptotically 
unbtased estimator of the mimmlzer 00 of 
F ( a* ,  o(.)) .  When the model is not correct and 
o* :~o(00)  the "popula t ion"  value of 0 is not 
unambiguously defined. However, since /~ is a 
consistent and asymptotically unbiased estimator 
of 00, the latter would seem to be the natural 
candidate for the "popula t ion"  value of 0 to be 
estimated. Notice that ff the model is not correct, 
the value of 00 wdl depend on the choice of the 
d~screpancy function F and can vary from one 
discrepancy function to another. 

Up to this point, the population value a*  of a 
has been assumed to be constant (independent of 
sample size, n). Under this assumption it was 
possible to give (Proposition 1) the asymptotic 
distribution of the estimator/~ when the model is 
not correct. The minimum discrepancy test statis- 
tic nF(s, o(0))  will, however, not have an asymp- 
totic distribution under these circumstances. An 
asymptotic distribution for the test statistic ~s 
demrable to be used as an approximation in prac- 
tical applications. In order to obtain this, another 
assumption limiting the size of the systematic er- 
ror a* - o(00), relative to the sampling error in s, 
is necessary. A commonly employed assumption 
(cf. Stroud, 1972; Shapiro, 1983; Browne, 1984) is 
the assumption of "populaUon draft" first used in 
Wald (1943). We now regard the population value 
a*  = o  n as being a function of sample stze which 
converges at a rate of O(n - l / z )  to a point o 0 = 
a(Oo) satisfying the model. An assumption of this 
type is made in Bentler and Dijkstra (1985, p. 14). 
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Essentially they assume that 

On = Oo + n - 1 / 2 ~  + o(n-1/2), (2) 

where 8 is a fixed vector. 
It was mentioned earlier that the assumption of 

population drift is not necessary to ensure the 
existence of an asymptotic distribution of the 
esnmator ~. For ensuring an asymptotic distri- 
bution of the test stattsttc, the particular choice of 
8 in (2) is not important. An arbitrary choice of 
will, however, imply a redefinition of the parame- 
ter to be estimated and result in the asymptotic 
bias given in Bentler and Dijkstra (1985). This 
conflicts with the conclusion of unbiasedness im- 
plied by Proposition 1 where no population drift 
is assumed. 

It seems natural to define population drift in 
such a manner that the parameter 00 to be esti- 
mated does not change when sample size is 
changed. Let 00, . be the rmnimizer of F(o,, o(.)). 
We let the drift occur in such a manner that 

00, =00 (3) 

for all n. Thus the minimizer 00. . is fixed and 
independent of n. It follows from Taylor's theo- 
rem and the second order structure of discrepancy 
functions (Shapiro, 1985) that 

OO,n=O O" l ' - ( a tVA) - l a tV (On- -Oo)" l - en  , (4) 

where A = (~ /~0 ' )O(0o) ,  V =  ½(02/0o3o ') 
F(o 0, o0) and IIe, II = o( ]l o, - o 01)- Furthermore, 
since II o, - o 011 is O(n -1/2) we have that ]le, II is 
o(n-I/z).  This together with (3) implies that 
n~/M'V(o, - o0) tends to zero as n ---, oo. There- 
fore if nl/2(o, - Oo) converges to a vector/~ as in 
(2), then 

8'va =0. (5) 

Equation (5) is a direct consequence of assump- 
tion (3). It shown that population drift ought to be 
chosen in such a way that the corresponding vec- 
tor 8 will be orthogonal to the column space of A 
with respect to the weight matrix V. 

As in Proposition 1 it follows that nt/2(t~ - 0o) 
is asymptotically normal with mean vector 0 and 
eovariance matrix 

r t=  ( a, va )- la ,  v r v a (  a, va ) (6) 

so that ~ remains asymptotically unbiased. If V = 
/--1, then (6) slmphfies to 

/ 7  = ( a , r - l a )  -1 

Notice that assumption (3), which leads to an 
asymptotically unbiased estimator/~, requires that 
the population drift vector 8 employed in (2) be 
defined with respect to the parttcular discrepancy 
functwn chosen (through the matrix V in (5)). 

Discrepancy functions satisfying the conditxon 
V = / - - 1  are called correctly spectfied (Browne, 
1984). For example, in the analysis of covarlance 
structures the discrepancy functions FML and FCL s 
are correctly specified if the sample is drawn from 
a normally distributed population. A rmnor mod- 
ification to assumption (3) may be made when the 
class of correctly specified discrepancy functions 
is under consideration. This is 

II O0.. - 00 II = o ( n - ' / 2 )  • ( 7 )  

Then the argument leading to (5) still applies. 
Moreover (7) and (4) imply that 00 is completely 
deterrmned by the matrix V. Therefore for the 
class of correctly spectfted dtscrepancy functions the 
population value 00 ts untquely defmed by condmon 
(7) and the estimator t~ is an asymptottcally unbi- 
ased estimator of 0 o. 
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